
Jh Venkateshwar International School 
       Sector -18, Dwarka, New Delhi-78 

 

Ref. No. SVIS/2020-21/PC                May 28, 2020 
 

Dear Parent 
 

Namaskaar! 
 

We appreciate the resilience and efforts of faculty, students and parents in making effective learning possible in 

the time of pandemic. 
 

Let us discuss the Classes in June: The traditional meaning of the term summer vacations has got diluted or 

muddled.  Students and staff are not going to be given vacations to escape the extreme summer or for touring, 

sightseeing, visiting relatives and friends, students will not be able to either go out to play in the park in their 

colonies or visit malls or cinemas. They are going to be confined at homes. How many of them will be able to 

follow a time table of daily routine and also be gainfully busy? 
 

We are concerned that many will get hooked to online games, social networking and/or long hours of time on 

TV or other similar forums. 

 

Many parents may be able to keep them engaged themselves or with hobby classes (online), coaching classes. 

(paid) Not all would like to spend huge sums of money or time for these and they should not. 
 

School is planning to engage them for varying durations, PS- 5 students for 40 minutes a day, 60 minutes in Classes 

6-8 and 90 minutes in Classes 9-12. And just 8 working days. Exams are on till June 1/2 for many. It is heartening to 

see 98-100% attendance in the online tests. 
 

What will we do during the first two weeks of June? 
 

PS-2: Some, art and craft work tips with the basic idea or principle behind them / storytelling sessions/ a do it 

yourself activity demo.  Discussion of Clearlight textbook in Classes 1-2 as it has very interesting life skills tips. 

Discussion of vacation work for all, which in any case will be helpful for parents too. 

 

Classes 3-8:  Discussion of holiday HW, math Kit activities for consolidation of learning, Clear light book discussion 

to impart life skills, Gaptopedia discussion to develop their GK. Math kit could be procured in July along with Short 

Read Cards and Gaptopedia. We still feel that 'Hands on' Learning is very important. Merely doing well in 

theoretical concept is no guarantee of internalisation.  These activities are as important as academic ones.  

 

Also please note, Genius assessments and video support will continue to be provided by school at no extra cost 

in classes 3-8.  But personalised book will not be printed this year. Those who paid earlier, will be refunded the 

amount.  

 

Classes 9-12:  Classes 9-10 will be guided on holiday HW and revision undertaken for those who have missed 

learning of any lesson. They will be guided to make their subjects' portfolio, a mandatory requirement of CBSE.  

Class 12:  Revision for those, who missed out on any subject earlier or would like to finalise these chapters. 

Discussion on making practical files and guidance on doing the assignments will be there.  With limited time at 

hand till now, this area could not be given much importance earlier. 

 

Class 11: We will use the time for revision in Class 11 as many students changed the streams or opted for new 

subjects. We have received three mails and a few requests through the teachers, for discontinuing the classes in 

June.  Some students, seem to be feeling burnt out as they probably feel that schooling is about having the 

longest break, when you come in XI or they wish to learn new courses or read books. Whatever be their reasons, 

they have a choice that they can exercise. They may not attend the classes. After all, they do not seem to need 

them but why insist on not conducting the classes for helping those, who may need.  We can understand the 

dilemma as they did not know that it is mainly revision based or is going to be discussion of assigned work. 

 

With this correspondence, it shall be clear to all that the ability to choose to attend the classes in June lies with 

them and they still must appreciate the efforts taken by school faculty to remain connected as we love our 

students and will be with them at all times. 

 

We are going to have a Team Webinar with Student Council members and some staff members on discussion 

about the Pedagogical Plan, Safety parameters on reopening and issue of Cyber Safety on June 5 from 11:30 

am to 1:00 pm.  Their voices need to be heard and considered. 



 

It gives us great pride to acknowledge the leadership shown by the students of the 'Behes Club Team' and now 

by the 'STEM Club Team' in organising national level Inter - School events. Our students have really evolved to a 

stature where we can be very proud of them and be assured of a safe and bright future for them. Keep visiting 

the school Facebook page for regular updates of their ventures and your involvement and ensure that you have 

liked the genuine school page. 

 

Stay safe, stay happy. Counting on your support, more so in these times. 

 

 

Nita Arora 

Co Learner 

 

 


